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Stress Testing on Credit Supply
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Abstract. This study shows how post-crisis stress tests have affected the supply

of home equity business loans. Stress tested banks reduce their loan originations

but in terms of purchased loans, this effect is much stronger among stress tested

banks that failed the exercise compared to other groups of banks. The magnitude

of these effects is inversely proportional to the size of the loans. Even though

the aggregate level of credit supply is relatively unchanged, within each size

category of loans adopted in this study, growth rates are directly proportional

to its origination size. The loan distributions significantly differ among stress-

tested and non-stress-tested banks and there are significant geographical shifts

in loan originations both by categories of banks and size of loans.

Keywords: HMDA, Banking, Stress testing, Credit supply

1. Introduction

Large banks have been using internal stress tests since the 90s; however, until 2007, these

tests were used as internal self-assessments by the banks themselves Quagliariello (2010).

Formally, stress tests for evaluation of trading portfolios began after the Basel I market

risk amendment in 1996 BIS (1996). Since 2007, governmental regulatory bodies have re-

sorted to implementing stress tests by themselves to ensure prudential regulation and safe

operation of the financial systems. Stress-testing is periodically done by regulators around

the world to prevent banks from activities that can create financial contagion. Stress tests

are now widespread. Regulatory institutions such as the EBA (European Banking Au-

thority) and the IMF (International Monetary Fund) ensure that financial institutions have

adequate capital allocations for loss provisions in case of extreme events. Such models

can also test combinations of different events, or a know historical scenario besides testing

just individual stressors.

Sector-wide stress tests differ largely in the way they are designed and implemented. The

Financial Stability Institute (FSI) conducted a comparative analysis, for which much in-

formation was gathered from selected authorities across the globe Henry et al. (2018)

covering a significant part of the banking sector in the Euro area, Japan, Switzerland,

and the US. The cross-country comparison of practices reveal that some authorities de-

sign tests in varying methodologies, with some employing more than one type of test

Henry et al. (2018). Approaches to stress-testing and measure of capital adequacy have

also been suggested in the academic literature Wong et al. (2008); Acharya et al. (2012);

Truong et al. (2021). While stress-tests have been an important tool in understanding the

conditions in the banking sector, or of individual banks, their remains concerns regarding

the confidence of their results especially when data is not available to the desired quantity

or quality. This is further affected by the capacity of the models to capture the effects and

associations, of a contagion within and beyond the banking industry Henry et al. (2018).



Moreover, stress tests are known to have spillovers in the economy. Regulation, which

may also include stress testing, is an especially common explanation among researchers

when describing the slow recovery of small business lending (see e.g. Covas (2018);

Cortés et al. (2019); Doerr (2021); Chen et al. (2017)). There is also a large literature sug-

gesting stress test create a negative correlation between banks that face regulatory capital

constraints and their lending supply Kashyap and Stein (1995); Houston et al. (1997);

Campello (2002); Cortes and Strahan (2017).

Figure 1. Number of US startups < 1 year 2000-2017

Source: Statista

Figure 2. Number of US small business annual % change 2000-2017

Source: Statista

There were 440 bank failures in the U.S. between 2009-2012 1. Data from the Mortgage

Bankers Association (MBA) show that bank originations of business loans fell by 39% in

the year following the crisis. Fig 2 depicts a clear structural shift in the growth of small

businesses before and after 2008. A 2019 report from CB Insights 2, states that, after lack

of markets, insufficient financing is the second biggest reason for the failure of start-ups.

Fig 1 shows the number of start-ups in each year that are under one-year old. Although

1https://www.fdic.gov/bank/historical/bank/
2https://www.cbinsights.com/reports/The-20-Reasons-Startups-Fail.pdf
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they have been consistently increasing since the trough in 2010, the number of start-ups

which have endured longer than three years is quite small. The European Association of

Business Angels found that out of 50 million launched projects yearly (137,000 per day),

90% fail. Another study by Cantamessa et al. (2018) on a sample of 214 failed start-ups,

finds that 58% were unsuccessful in the first three years, and 86% failed within five years

of business.

In this study we analyse how macroprudential stress testing has affected Home Equity

loans for business finance, as it is an important source of funding for start-ups and small

businesses. We assume that stress tested banks that were adequate in the exercise do not

decrease their holdings of business loans significantly compared to their non-stress tested

counterparts. We also hypothesise that the effect sizes are smaller with larger loans, and

that most of the cutbacks in originations and purchases are from the banks that failed the

stress test, or whose plans were conditionally objected.

In the U.S., the time period, 2000-2008 and 2008-2014, are marked by continuous eco-

nomic disequilibrium, the former through an unnatural rise in the housing market, and

the latter through a strong fall. The centre of the two periods indicates a strong reversal

in expectations of the housing market and the economy; this reversal in expectation had

an impact on origination and purchase volumes of the banks. However, given the current

state of recovery rate and post-crisis loan growth, we want to test whether stress tests have

led banks to reduce their lending of smaller loans. Furthermore, in particular, we assume

that banks have reduced their lending of HE business loans under $0.25m, but the level of

reduction differ, depending on whether the bank passed the ST, failed the ST, or did not

go through the ST. We assume considerable differences among these three categories of

banks also in terms of loan purchase activities. Using data from Home Mortgage Disclo-

sure Act (HMDA) and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), we test the above

hypotheses in the U.S. HE mortgage market. Section 2 provides a brief overview of reg-

ulatory testing and the CCAR exercise. A literature review on outcomes and spillovers of

stress tests is given in section 3, followed by an explanation of the data and its sources in

section 4, together with an exploratory analysis using the same data. Section 5 explains

the methodology and discussion of results; and lastly, we give concluding remarks and

policy recommendations in section 6.

2. Stress testing in the US

Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) stress testing is a regulatory frame-

work introduced by the U.S. Federal Reserve to assess, regulate and supervise bank hold-

ing companies (BHCs) i.e. large banks and financial institutions. Annual assessment also

includes the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Tests (DFAST), which are required by the Dodd-

Frank Act (DFA). DFAST requires these institutions to conduct stress test assessments

and submit the results which is designed to provide regulators with forward-looking infor-

mation. This aids banking supervision thereby reassuring the U.S. public of the economic

resiliency in the event that another financial crisis occurs, with scenarios characterized by

a deep recession followed by large declines in asset prices, and increases in risk premia.

While CCAR and DFAST are similar in their aims, the main differences relate to the size

of the institution to which these regulations apply. CCAR is used solely to assess the plan-
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ning processes of larger institutions with assets exceeding $10 billion - also exceeding the

DFAST requirements by a substantial amount. Another difference is that when the results

are disclosed, there are no supervisory actions applicable to the DFAST. Nevertheless, the

BHCs must consider their results in their capital planning. Whereas in CCAR, if a BHC

fails the stress test, the Federal Reserve can object to their capital plans. An objection

can be based on either qualitative or quantitative factors, e.g., if the projected capital ratio

falls below the minimum requirement, or if qualitative vulnerabilities are detected in the

governance structure and risk management. The minimum regulatory requirements are as

follows:

• common equity tier 1 (CET1) ratio of 4.5%

• minimum tier 1 capital ratio of 6%

• total capital (considering both tier 1 & tier 2 capital) ratio of 8%

• leverage ratio of 4%

• supplementary tier 1 leverage ratio (for banks classified as advanced approach

institution 3) of 3%

• capital conservation buffer of 2.5% that if violated restricts the amount of capital

that can be distributed

• counter cyclical capital buffer for advanced approaches banks

For an institution, if any one of the capital ratios mentioned above is projected to drop

below a specified threshold following a severely adverse economic shock, they are con-

sidered to have failed the stress test. Such an institution is expected to limit its capital

distributions and/or raise more capital to be better prepared for a severe scenario. Banks

can differ from each other in terms of their loan type specialisation/portfolio, and thus

so do the exposures of these loans to an assumed economic shock. Given that the level

of capital buffers and its maintenance also differ among banks, passing a stress test may

therefore depend on business models Goldstein and Sapra (2014).

3. Literature review

The great recession reduced the ability of the market participants to secure credit. Bord

et al. (2018) find that banks that suffer from large losses because of the crisis tend to cut

back the most on small business lending, but other banks took the opportunity to expand

their market share 4. By exploiting geographic variation across counties, Mian and Sufi

(2014) concluded that declines in larger home prices in 2007-09 caused larger reductions

in local employment in non-tradable industries exposed to shifts in local consumption

demand. However, declines had relatively little impact on employment in tradeable in-

dustries that were less exposed to local demands. In contrast Chen et al. (2017) suggest

that the credit supply shock from the four leading BHCs impacted more strongly on local

employment in tradable industries. While Chen et al. (2017) documents distinct findings,

both analyses show the same underlying cause as the top four BHCs, which were also

3Advanced approach institutions are those companies that have a consolidated total assets of at least

$250 billion and at least $10 billion on foreign exposure
4During non-stress periods, the existence of adverse selection affects competition for borrowers but

when banks are under stress, the information gap is reduced which allows for lender substitution Dell’ariccia

and Marquez (2004); Darmouni (2019)-in Bord et al (2018)
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largely responsible for overdriving their credit supply prior to 2007. Consequently, these

4 were also forced to tighten their lending standards or cutback on their lending amounts

compared to other banks Gete and Reher (2018).

Regulation plays pivotal role in both causing and managing credit crunches. Peek and

Rosengren (1995) found that banks with formal actions reduce loan supply at a signifi-

cantly faster rate compared to those reducing due to low capital-to-asset ratios. Shrieves

and Dahl (1995) concluded that changes in the supervisory climate was one of the main

variables responsible for the credit crunch. Agarwal et al. (2020) indicate that BHCs that

encounter larger stress test shocks move strategically with their pricing, e.g., with bor-

rowers with higher-credit scores/incomes seeing their interest rates has reduced; whereas

lower-credit/income borrowers are given more cash rewards. In terms of home equity

loans/credits, the authors confirm that higher capital shocks are linked to reduced over-

all mortgage credit quantities, primarily driven by a lower number of new loans origi-

nated while the average loan amount interest rates stayed higher. Similarly, Clark and

Li (2021) found that Canadian banks moved strategically to mute the effect of regula-

tory mortgage stress test by manipulating rates using a difference-in-differences method.

This allowed for the comparison of the changes in spreads for 5-year mortgages with that

of 3-year mortgages that were not affected by the policy. Doerr (2021) reported a de-

crease in home-equity loans or collateral secured loans compared to unsecured loans with

stress tested (ST) banks, thereby cutting business-related home equity lending during the

stress-test period by around 30% more compared to non-stress-tested banks. Similarly,

Berrospide and Edge (2019); Cortés et al. (2019) also consider stress-testing to be detri-

mental to small business credit access. Conversely, in broad loan categories, Flannery

et al. (2017) and Bassett and Berrospide (2018) find minimal evidence of effect on credit

supply using a sample that covered stress-tested banks. Prior to the crisis, CCAR banks

were operating with capital ratios that were lower compared to smaller non-CCAR banks.

The implementation of the stress tests on banks and the ensuing capital requirements has

resulted in CCAR banks having to raise large amounts of capital. Bassett and Berrospide

(2018) argue that the higher capital buffers implemented in the new regulatory framework

have enabled banks to lend more across some loan categories. The authors conclude that

higher capital buffers have favoured the lending capacity of CCAR banks relative to other

banks.

Stress tests are forward looking exercises that have been providing regulators with infor-

mation about tail risks. The results of these tests are periodically publicly disclosed in or-

der to enhance transparency and promote market discipline, unlike traditional supervisory

examinations that are of confidential nature. However, objections or conditional approval

of a capital plan by the FRB can change a well-capitalised institution’s ability to dis-

tribute dividends to shareholders, as well as curtail plans for growth in the near-term. An

interesting finding by Bräuning and Fillat (2019) asserts that prior to 2011, the banks that

performed poorly on the stress tests generally had disparate portfolios before 2011. How-

ever, with the tests revealing the banks that would experience high capital shortfalls under

extremely adverse scenario, the poorly performing banks modified their portfolios to more

closely mirror aspects of the portfolios of banks that performed well on the tests. They

argue that these shifts have resulted in substantial rise in loss-provision capital buffers,

and a reduction in balance sheet risk for all large banks operating in the U.S. In the same
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context, regarding information disclosure, Gick and Pausch (2012) use game-theoretical

analysis in a multi-receiver framework of Bayesian persuasion to demonstrate that a bank-

ing authority can deliver superior information by optimally choosing and disclosing the

stress-testing methodology and the results. They suggest that regulators should not aim

to completely eliminate uncertainty on the actual state of the banking sector so that the

extreme forms of investor behaviours, e.g., complete withdrawal from bank financing,

are not triggered. For other recent studies on impacts of regulation and macroprudential

policies on banks and credit supply see Behncke (2022); Hemingway (2022); Hott (2022)

4. Data

4.1. Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA)

For the purposes of our study, HMDA loan level data was used to extract originated or

accepted mortgages for the years between 2000-2017. In HMDA reporting a code value,

such as NA for applicant and co-applicant ethnicity, race, and sex variables mean that the

loan was applied through a company rather than an individual Avery et al. (2007); Doerr

(2021). The datasets are produced annually and disaggregated at the county level for each

bank removing any entry with missing or flawed information on basic loan-level data and

consumer characteristics.

Purchased loans: Banks report the loans they sold to institutional investors, servicing

shops and/or the government sponsored entities (Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae,

Farmer Mac) for servicing and/or securitisation. Institutions are required to report to

the buyer anytime they sell all or a majority portion of their loans in the same calendar

year that the register is published. According to Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

(CBFP), when bulk purchases of covered loans are made from another institution (e.g,

from the receiver for a failed institution), without merger or acquisition of an institution is

involved, the acquiring financial institution reports the covered loans as ’purchased loans’.

HMDA origination records that are reported as sold to a non-government sponsored en-

terprise match HMDA records for loans that are reported as purchased (i.e., not originated

by the reporting lender). This indicates significant double counting.

After extracting home equity business loans from the yearly loan application registers, we

took further steps to minimise double counting. First, purchased loan entries that were

sold in the year they were originated are removed. These are separately entered in the

HMDA data as originated loans by originating banks. Purchased loan entries that also

has a “purchaser type” code is also removed. The presence of this code indicates repeat

entries as the same loan is sold to another buyer. This will retain only the loans the banks

actually hold at the time of reporting.
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Figure 3. Originated loans % of total (originated+purchased)

As can be observed in fig. 3., about 19.2% of total amount originated in the overall data

are classified as sold in the year of origination. By definition of the appropriate HMDA

code, these are not counted in the purchased loans section of the buying banks’ HMDA

filing. The actions reported to HMDA by the banks applicable to this study include loan

originated, application approved but not accepted, application denied by financial insti-

tution, and loan (re)purchased by the institution. In the HMDA data, among all origi-

nated+accepted+purchased loans, the proportion of originated+accepted loans represent

a large majority. When this sample is restricted to business loans only, the proportion is

almost the opposite, that is, the purchasing activity among business loans is much higher.

In our analysis we use samples with and without purchased loans. Regression outputs

(section 6) show different results.

4.2. FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)

The FDIC statistics on depository institutions provide comprehensive financial and demo-

graphic data for all FDIC-insured institution. All the control variables used in this study

are obtained from FDIC except county/state populations which are obtained from the U.S.

census bureau.

5. Demand for home equity business loans

As we can see in fig 3, home equity business loan counts show some structural change in

its trend just after the crisis across all groups. However, fig 4, does not indicate whether

post-crisis regulations and stress testing have adversely affected it at aggregate level. In

fact, after the initial fall in 2007 and 2008, it has grown steadily over the years. A note-

worthy point here is that, in the business finance category of home equity loans, purchased

loans made up a much higher proportion of total busines loans compared to all loan origi-

nations until 2009. Purchased loans do not add more credit to the economy directly as the

number of total loans remains the same. However, they help free up resources of the loan

selling banks, thereby allowing them to give away other categories of loans.

During the 2000s and the American housing bubble, initial low interest rates allowed

homeowners to borrow cheaply, but in the years after 2008, higher interest rates meant
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borrowers were no longer able to use HE loans/credits with the same ease. All else being

equal, interest rates alone would have dampened home equity business financing. Nev-

ertheless, HE business loans remain largely unaffected on the aggregate level compared

to home purchase loans; this could be because HE loans were less exposed to subprime

borrowing. However, in fig 4 and 5 we can see that since 2004 loans larger than $1.5m

comprise more than all the others combined; and yet loans in this size category account

for little over 8% of the applications while loans under $0.5m account for 75% of all appli-

cations. 2003-04 is also the only year in the whole study period where the total mortgage

volumes (i.e., across all categories and including home equity loans) have surpassed $3

trillion. In the HE business finance subset, the trend is more or less proportionate, as can

be seen in figs 4 and 5
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Figure 4. Originated HE business loans amounts (log) - various sizes

Figure 5. Originated HE business loans count

Figure 6. Loan denial rates
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In figs 7 and 8, we can see that loan originations larger than $1m make up a small propor-

tion of all applications, but have been increasing over the years. However, the distribu-

tions also show that the frequency of smaller sized loans are decreasing years before the

crisis and the enaction of regulatory testing. Distributions in figs 9 and 10 show strong

contrast in loan size distribution between stress tested and non stress tested banks. Vast

majority of loans originations from non stress tested banks are under 0.5m while stress

tested banks have more even distributions of small and large loans amounts. Both have

originated fewer loans smaller than 0.25m and increased loans of size 0.5m and above.

In terms of loan purchases, there is a divergent pattern between stress tested and nonstress

tested banks. There exists a thriving secondary market for loans because banks have been

selling loans for many decades, either outright, through participation and syndications, or

through securitisation. Several reasons for asset sales are mentioned in Pavel and Phillis

(1987). It can enable institutions to circumvent regulatory taxes, i.e. reserve/capital re-

quirements and deposit insurance premiums. It can also allow for gap management and

improve liquidity and diversification.

The value of outstanding home equity loans increased from $1bn to $1tn between 1980

and 2008, with just under a quarter of home ownership being a first mortgage. It was a

highly lucrative business for banks as their returns on fixed-rate home equity loans and

lines of credit were 25-50% higher than those on consumer loans overall, with high fees

making up much of that premium 5.

Home equity business loans however has been a small subset of total outstanding. Fig 4

shows the total amount of HE business loans originated each year from 1999-2017. Their

rate of growth is roughly proportional to the overall growth in all HE loans. The solid

lines in fig 3 represent the proportion of originated loans to total holdings of HE business

loans (originated / (originated + purchased)). Purchased loans were reported even if they

were sold by the institution, e.g., if a failed bank was acquired by another bank without

a merger or acquisition, or if a certain bank originated a loan and sold it to another in

a given year, but bought the loan back in the next year. The first bank will report it as

origination. They will also report the purchaser type code in the same year; this, however,

is not a part of our data. If the bank purchased this loan in a different reporting year, it

will be listed as purchased loan 6.

5https://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/15/business/worldbusiness/15iht-sell.4.15338803.html
6https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rules-policy/regulations/1003/4/
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Figure 7. Loan origination size distribution (All banks)

Figure 8. Loan size origination distribution cumulative (All banks)
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Figure 9. Loan size origination distribution (Stress tested banks)

Figure 10. Loan size origination distribution (Non stress tested banks)
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Figure 11. Loans amt % change (All banks) < 100k (2011/2 - 2016/7)

Figure 12. Loan amt % change (Non-stress tested banks) < 100k (2011/2 - 2016/7)

Figure 13. Loan amt % change (Stress tested banks) < 100k (2011/2 - 2016/7)
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Figure 14. Loans amt % change (All banks) 100k-250k (2011/2 - 2016/7)

Figure 15. Loan amt % change (Non-stress tested banks) 100k-250k (2011/2 -
2016/7)

Figure 16. Loan amt % change (Stress tested banks) 100k-250k (2011/2 - 2016/7)
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Figure 17. Loan amts % change (All banks) 250k-500k (2011/2 - 2016/7)

Figure 18. Loan amt % change (Non-stress tested banks) < 250k-500k (2011/2 -
2016/7)

Figure 19. Loan amt % change (Stress tested banks) < 250k-500k (2011/2 - 2016/7)
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Figure 20. Loans amt % change (All banks) 500k-1.5m (2011/2 - 2016/7)

Figure 21. Loan amt % change (Non-stress tested banks) < 500k-1m (2011/2 -
2016/7)

Figure 22. Loan amt % change (Stress tested banks) < 500k-1m (2011/2 - 2016/7)
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Figure 23. Loans amt % change (All banks) 1.5m+ (2011/2 - 2016/7)

Figure 24. Loan amt % change (Non-stress tested banks) < 1.5m+ (2011/2 -
2016/7)

Figure 25. Loan amt % change (Stress tested banks) < 1.5m+ (2011/2 - 2016/7)
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Figs 11 - 25 depict the choropleth plots of percentage changes in loan amounts from

2011/2 to 2016/7. Three plots from each loan size category correspond to the total orig-

inations in the U.S., originations by ST banks, and originations by non-ST banks. The

difference between the ST and non-ST banks are visually evident across all loan size cat-

egories. In the next section, we describe our methodology for studying the nature of these

differences in five loan sizes and three categories of banks (e.g., banks that passed the test,

banks that failed the test, and banks that did not go through the test).

6. Empirical models and results

We run several fixed effects regression models to determine shift in lending behaviour in

home equity business loans. Each model is tested for different size categories on both

loan originations and purchased loans. At bank-year-county and bank-year-state levels,

we assess how stress tested banks and those with poor stress test results change their home

equity lending portfolio. For county level models, another set of analyses is done bank-

county and county-year interactions. Controls include total assets; ratio of multifamily

dwellings investments to total loans; total charge-offs; return on assets; ratio of securi-

tisation activities of principal balance for home equity lines to total debt securities; and

population. Two dummy variables included in the model are (a) BHC of the respondent

adequate in the stress test, and (b) BHC of the respondent, had its plans objected or failed

a stress test. In county level analysis, the output variable (amount) includes loans that are

originated and approved but not accepted. The loans that were approved but not accepted

constitute a negligible proportion compared to originated loans, and its inclusion does not

change the regression outputs. We use robust standard errors on the county level regres-

sions (to obtain unbiased standard errors of OLS coefficients under heteroscedasticity).

In the state level fixed effects models, we cluster coefficients at the county level.

log(amtOriginated)b,c,t = γ1 Sb,t + γ2 Ob,t + FEb,c + FEt (1)

log(amtPurchased)b,c,t = γ1 Sb,t + γ2 Ob,t + FEb,c + FEt (2)

log(amtO∪P )b,s,t = γ1 Sb,t + γ2 Ob,t + FEb,s + FEt (3)

log(amt) refers to log amount of HE loans to enterprises by bank bth bank in county c

(or state s) in year t. Sb,t is a indicator variable that is set to 1 for the years a bank

undergoes stress tests, and 0 for all else. It is useful to breakdown the loan amounts into

size categories given that loans ≤.25m account for 62% (71%) and loans of size .25m-1m

account for 28% (24% )of the loans for non ST banks in 2017 (2009).The distributional

difference between ST and non-ST banks lending is noteworthy. Negative coefficients

with high effect sizes on smaller sized loans on the pass/fail dummy variables do not

necessarily mean large movements in their portfolios or even in market supply of credit.

ST banks have less than 12% (32%)of their lending that is ≤.25m in 2017 (2009). For

0.25m-1m, this is 43% (43%).
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Table 1. HE business loan origination amount (000s) percentiles

50% 75% 90% 98%

ST banks 2009 513 1000 1500 1925

2013 760 1155 1600 1959

2017 1000 1370 1743 2000

Non-ST banks 2009 138 299 631 1500

2013 167 431 933 1684

2017 164 421 933 1680

Our regression analysis results on bank-county-year level, with and without interactions,

are similar in direction, but different in magnitude of the pass/fail dummy variable coef-

ficients. Results at state level, combining both originated and purchased loans, are also

reported. In table 3 we can see that the state level coefficients have a slightly stronger

magnitude than expected, given the results for county level models. One reason for this

finding could be because stress tested banks have withdrawn from several counties and

have concentrated their investment in fewer counties within a given state. Another reason

for the difference in errors could be that many banks, especially those that are smaller,

tend to have their lending concentrated in fewer locations with fewer than two, and many

with no originations in most counties. There is also significant disparity in lending activ-

ities between counties and types of banks. The difference, however, can reveal insights

into the underlying noise in observations. The advantage of county level analysis is that

it has more granular coverage and picks up signals from activities from subsidiaries and

branches of banks to identify a pattern, but also suffers from smaller amounts of data

in each geographical subset. Conversely, state level data provides more data points, and

hence better signals for each geographical subset despite the reduction in geographical

granularity. In short, the state level analysis may provide smaller errors while county

level date provides better inferences.

Figure 26. Regression coefficients for CCAR stress test dummy variables

(pass/fail)

Year, bank, and county/state fixed effects

County State

Originated Purchased All HEBLs

<0.1m -.24 / -.34 -.30 / -.84 -.48 / -.99

0.1m - .25m -.18 / -.21 .13 / -.23 .03 / -.31

.25m - 0.5m -.02 / -.06 .09 / -.30 .01 / -.32

.5m - 1.5m .02 / .04 .03 / -.42 -.04 / -.26
• HEBL: All home equity business loans include originated and purchased loans that were not (re)sold in the reporting year
• Originated loans also include those that were sold in the reporting year
• The first coefficient represents dummy variables assigned to the banks that passed the CCAR stress test exercise and the latter represents those that failed the exercise
• Italicized estimates are not significant at 1% or 5% alpha level
• See appendix in section 8 for full details of the regression outputs
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Table 2. Regression coefficients for CCAR stress test dummy variables (pass/fail)

Bank-county, and year-county interaction effects

County

Originated Purchased

<0.1m -.39 / -.50 -.32 / -.92

0.1m - .25m -.38 / -.43 .11 / -.44

.25m - 0.5m -.07 / -.17 .08 / -.49

.5m - 1.5m .11/ .12 .06 / -.79
• Originated loans also include those that were sold in the reporting year
• The first coefficient represents dummy variables assigned to the banks that passed the CCAR stress test exercise and the latter represents those that failed the exercise
• Italicized estimates are not significant at 1% or 5% alpha level
• See appendix in section 8 for full details of the regression outputs

Detailed regression outputs are listed in the appendix in section 8. First, we note that for

originated & purchased loans under 0.25m, our sample has 632,824 observations (figs 19

and 21), while 0.25m-1.5m has 261,217 samples (21 and 25).

This distributional difference are also observed in figs [7 8 9 10]. In 2017, loans under

1m represented less than 91% of total originations for non-ST banks compared to only

54% for their ST counterparts. In both categories of banks, the amounts under the same

percentiles have increased since 2009, where the loans amounts were under 0.7m for

non-ST banks and 0.685m for ST banks. Results show that ST banks have decreased

their loan originations under 0.25m, but do not show evidence to support differences in

loan originations above 0.25m compared to non-ST banks. In the results for purchased

loans, the failed banks have coefficients between -0.23 and -0.84. Failed banks decreased

their purchase of loans under 0.1m by 84% compared to other banks. There is a divergent

pattern between passed, failed, and non-ST banks, either in magnitude or direction. Failed

banks decreased their loan purchase activities across all categories of loan sizes while

passed banks increased loan purchases of loans larger than 0.1m compared to nonST

banks.

In county level regression analyses of loans between 0.5m-1.5m, the dummy coefficients

for both passed and failed banks are not statistically significant, indicating insufficient ev-

idence to verify that ST banks (that pass or fail the stress test) reduce their originations of

small business lending compared to non-ST banks. This is also the case for pass dummy

coefficient in regression for originated loan category between 0.25m-0.5m and purchased

loan category between 0.5m-1.5m. Finally, in the state level regression of loan category

between 0.25m-0.5m, the coefficient of “pass” dummy is not significant. The insignif-

icant estimates are italicised in table 6 In all other regression runs, the dummy variable

coefficient estimates are statistically significant at 1% or 5% alpha level.

However, another subset of data for analysing the impact of stress test to banks holdings

of HE loans are those that include both originated and purchased loans 7

7As mentioned above, when processing the data, all loans that were purchased by a given bank which

were also marked as sold were excluded from the originated loans. This ensures that at the time of reporting

for the year, the loans included in data are the loans each banks held as their assets. This is particularly

important as often when a non defaulting bank Bank A sells loans to Bank B, Bank A is able to lend to

other borrowers, and essentially Bank B is adding to its portfolio of investments in loans.
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In loan size categories under $0.25m, state level results show stronger effect sizes com-

pared to county level dummy variables although the direction of the coefficients is the

same. One possible reason for this could be temporal and spatial heterogeneity in loan

distribution, e.g., Bank A provides $10m in loans in county A and $0 in county B in year

1, and $0m in county A and $10 in county B in year 2. If both counties are located in the

same state, then in either year the state will have $10m from bank A. Such geotemporal

differences will impact the fixed effects intercepts in state and county as the county ver-

sion is more likely to be affected by errors because it is much more likely for a bank to

withdraw from supplying loans to a particular county rather than a state. A second reason

for such differences in state-county effect sizes could be due to acquisitions and/or bank

failures. If a non-ST bank operating in only one county fails, then in county level regres-

sion it will affect only one county intercept out of over 2000. In state level regression

it will affect one state intercept out of 50. However, the impact to the county intercept

will be stronger compared to the impact to the state level intercept. This is due to the

likelihood that the average relative market coverage of a bank will be higher in its op-

erating county rather than in its operating state. Third, it is also possible that ST banks

have increased their loan originations in areas where they already had high exposure, and

have also reduced their geographical diversification. Alternatively, it could be that non-ST

banks had increased their presence in new locations.

County level results show that passed and failed ST banks have decreased lending of

loans ¡ 0.1m by 22% and 28%, respectively, compared to non-ST banks. However, in the

remainder of the loan breakdowns categories, ST banks have increased their originations.

Under purchased loans, in both 0.25m and all loans category, the failed dummy coefficient

is approximately -0.5 under state and county. But differ strongly but consistently all

categories on passed dummy. The coefficients for county level are -0.5 and 0.5, and for

state level are 0.45 and 0.43, which can be interpreted either as an decrease in geographical

coverage and concentration in specific areas in part of ST banks, or it could also be that

non-ST banks have decreased their loan purchases.

7. Conclusion

Several studies used the peak of the 2000s’ housing bubble as a reference for comparing

the credit supply in subsequent years in the U.S. Such an approach can be unreliable as

it implicitly assumes that this peak is desirable; whereas in reality, the high credit supply

was an outcome of an overdriven economy with systemic risk repercussions extending to

the wider economy. In the choropleths in section 4 (figs 11 - 25), we used a reference

point three years after the crisis (when the impact of the recession had begun to subside)

in order to visually identify the geographical changes in loan originations.

Credit risk is possibly the aspect of total risk on which the banking regulation is most

focused. Hence, it has considerable effects on capital adequacy. This has negatively

affected credit supply which can prevent small firms and startups from manifesting inno-

vative ideas or taking growth opportunities. We found evidence that ST banks that both

passed and failed the CCAR exercise have decreased their originations of HE business

loans under 0.25m compared to non-ST banks by over 38% and 43% respectively. The

amount that is most frequently sought by small firms.
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Failed banks have also decreased their loan purchases by a significant proportion com-

pared to other non-ST banks. The difference is stronger when compared with passed

banks, given that they have actually increased their purchases of loans over 0.1m. This

may be part of a strategic response for avoiding the reserve requirements, capital require-

ments, and deposit insurance premiums. The banks that had conditional objection in their

CCAR results may also have had decreased purchases aimed to facilitate the gap manage-

ment and enhance their liquidity and diversification.

Understanding how banks or markets react to regulatory testing is key to the management

of spillovers and systemic risk. Our results can be useful in the design and deployment

of stress tests as the driving forces behind bank decisions regarding loan origination, pur-

chase and sales are important for the regulation. Regulators should concentrate on both as-

set composition and asset quality by risk-adjusting capital requirements Pavel and Phillis

(1987). E.g. If banks are reducing high quality loans from their books in response to strin-

gent stress testing, then some hurdles should be lowered. When sale of loans are mainly

determined liquidity and/or diversification, then loan sales should be supported. Given the

extent to which the failed banks have reduced their loan purchases, it is likely that they

have reduced both high and low quality loans.This could be verified in a further study,

since understanding the steps banks make, or knowing if there exists a common stan-

dard procedure that banks employ to stay within regulatory barriers when they receive a

conditional approval in the exercise could aid in optimising welfare from regulation.
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8. Appendix

8.1. Regression results

8.1.1. Bank county level (originated)

Table 3. Loan size ≤ 0.1m

Table 4. Loan size ≤ 0.1m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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Table 5. Loan size 0.1m < X ≤ 0.25m

Table 6. Loan size 0.1m < X ≤ 0.25m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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Table 7. Loan size 0.25m < X ≤ 0.5m

Table 8. Loan size 0.25m < X ≤ 0.5m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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Table 9. Loan size 0.5m < X ≤ 1.5m

Table 10. Loan size 0.5m < X ≤ 1.5m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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8.1.2. Bank county level (Purchased)

Table 11. Loan size ≤ 0.1m

Table 12. Loan size ≤ 0.1m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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Table 13. Loan size 0.1m < X ≤ 0.25m

Table 14. Loan size 0.1m < X ≤ 0.25m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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Table 15. Loan size 0.25m < X ≤ 0.5m

Table 16. Loan size 0.25m < X ≤ 0.5m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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Table 17. Loan size 0.5m < X ≤ 1.5m

Table 18. Loan size 0.5m < X ≤ 1.5m

Includes bank-county and year-county interaction effects
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8.1.3. Bank state level (origjnated and purchased)

Table 19. Loan size ≤ 0.1m

Table 20. Fixed effects states dummy coefficients (Loan size ≤ 0.1)
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Table 21. Loan size 0.1m < X ≤ 0.25m

Table 22. Fixed effects states dummy coefficients (Loan size 0.1m < X ≤ 0.25m)
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Table 23. Loan size 0.25m < X ≤ 0.5m

Table 24. Fixed effects states dummy coefficients (Loan size 0.25m < X ≤ 0.5))
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Table 25. Loan size 0.5m < X ≤ 1.5

Table 26. Fixed effects states dummy coefficients (Loan size 0.5m < X ≤ 1.5)
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